Wilderness Equipment
SPACE 3

MESH INNER or FULL FABRIC INNER

All WE Space tents make use of our unique dihedral pole hubs to create incredibly spacious living areas
within an efficient, wedge-shaped outer envelope. The Space 3 framework uses two hub pairs over a
floor pan that accomodates three full-sized sleep mats, side by side, with extra length at each end. This
wide tent, with great sit-up room for all, also uses a full-length transverse pole to add stability and vestibule space. The outer skin can be half or fully rolled back on both sides. The winter inner’s mesh ventilation panels are conveniently located each side near the head end of the tent and independent of the two
door panels. If you plan to use the Space 3 in an exposed, high-wind environment the optional fairing
available for the foot end of the outer tent greatly reduces areodynamic drag and adds some extra storage space.

SPECIFICATIONS
»» Spacious, stable, 3-person, super-light backpacking tent
»» Choose either the 3-season mesh inner or 4-season full fabric
inner
»» This is a true free-standing tent
»» Ground sheet option available for use with the outer tent
»» Vestibules and openings on both sides for convenient access
and cross-ventilation
»» Two high-up, effective outer tent vents, foot end intake vent
»» V-guys at each end, side guy points provided
»» 30d sil/sil nylon 66 ripstop outer skin with 3,000mm HH
»» 20d nylon inner tent canopy fabric
»» 40d high-tenacity ripstop nylon floor with 5,000mm HH
pigmented PeU coating
»» Min Weights: Mesh 2.65 kg, Full Fabric 2.72kg
»» Packed Weights: Mesh 2.89 kg, Full Fabric 2.96 kg
»» Floor Dimensions: 2.2m long x 2.1m head, 1.5m foot
»» Framework: 8.5mm OD 7001 aluminium, WE dihedral hubs.
press-fit connectors
»» Pegs: 8 x 4-Flute HT Aluminium, with pull cords
»» Foot Wind Fairing Option: 0.12 kg

Optional fairing
vestibule fitted
Mesh inner

